FRIDAY, MAY 15

6pm_Chiostri di San Pietro
OPENING
Opening ceremony
Fotografia Europea X edition. Earth Effect
7pm opening of all exhibits

9.30pm_Piazza Martiri del 7 luglio
SHOWS
Benny Benassi & One Drop present Zero evolution and Fragility Of The Earth
Sound & Visual Experiment on the Teatro Valli
9.30pm // COUNTDOWN
photographic project GAIA - The earth like you've never seen before
Creative project by Guy Laliberté for ONE DROP
dj set // Rivaz
11pm // Mapping Teatro Valli
BENNY BENASSI // DJ SET
creative supports by: Framedealer - Ezio Burani- Jrr
supported by Landi Renzo

SATURDAY, MAY 16

11am_Teatro Cavallerizza
CONFERENCES

11am_ Galleria Parmeggiani
GUIDED TOURS
Exhibition Ákos Czigány. A journey with Darwin with the artist and the curator Gigliola Foschi

Noon_Chiostri di San Pietro
BOOKS PRESENTATIONS
Presentation of Inverno a Reggio Emilia (Silvana editoriale, 2015) by Sarah Moon. The author with Laura Serani and Giovanna Calvenzi, introduced by Elisabetta Farioli.
Book signing to follow
Noon_ Chiostri di San Domenico
GUIDED TOURS
Exhibition Found Photos in Detroit guided tour with the curators Arianna Arcara and Luca Santese

1pm_ Chiostri di San Domenico
GUIDED TOURS
Exhibition A Drop In The Ocean - Sergio Romagnoli guided tour with the curators Alessandro Calabrese e Milo Montelli

1pm_ Chiostri di San Pietro
GUIDED TOURS
Le cose che si vedono in cielo guided tour with the curators Ilaria Campioli

2pm_ Palazzo da Mosto
ASK THE ARTIST
No Man Nature: Enrico Bedolo, Pierluigi Fresia, Mishka Henner, Carlo Valsecchi, Helmut Völter and curators answer at questions by public

3pm_ Chiostri di San Pietro
BOOKS PRESENTATIONS
Presentation of Mould magazine with Joan Fontcuberta, Nino Migliori, Alessio Cancellieri and Jonathan Pierini.

3pm_ Chiostri di San Pietro
GUIDED TOURS
Exhibition ERSATZ LIGHTS. Case Study #1 East West guided tour with the artist Olivo Barbieri and the coordinator Laura Gasparini

4pm_ Teatro Cavallerizza
CONFERENCES
Unfinished father and other stories: Erik Kessels with Giovanna Calvenzi and Walter Guadagnini. Book signing to follow

4pm_ Chiostri di San Pietro
GUIDED TOURS
Exhibition A NOOR journal on the changing planet, 2009 – 2015 with Kadir van Lohuizen, Yuri Kozyrev, Francesco Zizola and the curator Laura Serani

5pm_ Chiostri di San Pietro
BOOKS PRESENTATIONS
From the idea to the outcome: didactic itineraries and new strategies for the photobook production.
Presentation of Found Photos in Detroit (Cesura Publish, 2012) by Arianna Arcara and Luca Santese. The authors with Irene Alison, journalist and codirector of Scuola di Fotografia Contemporanea of ISFCI in Rome and Claudio Corrivetti, Postcart edizioni. Book signing to follow

5pm_ Chiostri di San Domenico
GUIDED TOURS
Exhibition St()ma guided tour with the artist Bruno Pulici
6pm_ Teatro Cavallerizza
CONFERENCES
Contemporary photographic languages – a survey on the young Italian and European scenary
Daniele De Luigi, curator of Giovane Fotografia Italiana, with Carine Dolek, curator of Festival de la Jeune Photographie Europeenne Circulations, and Luigi Ratclif (GAi – Giovani Artisti Italiani)

6pm_Chiostri di San Pietro
BOOK SIGNING
Nina Berman, Pep Bonet, Alixandra Fazzina, Stanley Greene, Kadir van Lohuizen, Francesco Zizola, Alessandra Calò and Luca Gilli

6pm_Chiostri di San Domenico
GUIDED TOURS
Exhibition Cluster| New Jersey counties guided tour with the artist Daniele Lisi

7pm_ Sinagoga
GUIDED TOURS
Exhibition Unfinished father guided tour with the artist Erik Kessels

9.30pm_Chiostri di San Pietro
CONFERENCES
NOOR Night
Photo-show with the photographers of NOOR Agency. With Nina Berman, Pep Bonet, Andrea Bruce, Alixandra Fazzina, Stanley Greene, Yuri Kozyrev, Benedicte Kurzen, Sebastian Liste, Kadir van Lohuizen, Jon Lowenstein, Asim Rafiqui, Francesco Zizola. 10.30pm showing of the works realized during the NOOR workshops. In collaboration with aBcM and NOOR Agency - Host Project.

midnight_ Musei Civici
OPENING
opening of “NOI: Storie di comunità, futuri, idee, prodotti e terre reggiane” exhibit, in conjunction with Reggio Emilia per Expo 2015.

SUNDAY, MAY 17

10am_Teatro Cavallerizza
CONFERENCES
The authoriality of the artist in the post-photography: Joan Fontcuberta with Elio Grazioli. Introduced by Michele Smargiassi.
Book signing to follow

11.30am_Biblioteca Panizzi
GUIDED TOURS
Exhibition Natura e paesaggio guided tour with the the curator Laura Gasparini
noon_Teatro Cavallerizza

CONFERENCES

Planning a center of photography: Lorenza Bravetta (Director of Camera Centro Italiano per la Fotografia, Tourin) with Diane Dufour (Director of Le Bal, Paris). Introduced by Walter Guadagnini. In collaboration with aBcM

3pm_Chiostri di San Pietro

BOOKS PRESENTATIONS

Le cose che si vedono in cielo - photobooks on view.

12pm_Chiostri di San Domenico

GUIDED TOURS

Exhibition Asynchronous guided tour with the artist Jules Spinatsch and the curator Daniele De Luigi

2pm_Musei Civici

GUIDED TOURS

Exhibition Gastropoda and Fauna Secreta guided tour with the artist Joan Fontcuberta

3pm_Chiostri di San Pietro

BOOKS PRESENTATIONS

Presentation of Unfinished Father with the author Erik Kessels and Michele Smargiassi

3pm_Galleria Parmeggiani

GUIDED TOURS

Exhibition Fotoscopia guided tour with the artist Alessandra Calò and the curator Irene Russo

4pm_Teatro Cavallerizza

CONFERENCES

Ersatz Lights. Case study #1 east west: Olivo Barbieri with Renata Ferri, Laura Gasparini, Antonio Giusa and Francesco Zanot. Book signing to follow

4pm_Chiostri di San Pietro

GUIDED TOURS

Exhibition Blank guided tour with the artist Luca Gilli

4pm_Chiostri di San Pietro

GUIDED TOURS

Exhibition Speciale Diciottoventicinque: Per Terra guided tour with the young photographers and the curators Alessandro Bartoli, Fabio Boni, Fabrizio Cicconi e Laura Sassi

5pm_Chiostri di San Pietro

BOOKS PRESENTATIONS

Presentation of A drop in the ocean - Sergio Romagnoli by Milo Montelli and Alessandro Calabrese, with the authors the partecipation of Erik Kessels. Book signing to follow
5pm_Museo dei Frati Cappuccini
GUIDED TOURS
Exhibition Herculaneum guided tour with the artist Marcello Grassi
and the curator Massimo Mussini

5pm_Spazio Gerra
Exhibition E lo chiamano jazz... guided tour with the artist Riccardo Schwamenthal
and the curator Rocco Pandiani

6.30pm_Chiostri di San Pietro
SHOWS
Off party. Award ceremony for the winners of Circuito OFF 2015
to follow Signals and noises – Rituals and gestures in space and time
Music concert with the Percussions Ensemble of Istituto Musicale A. Peri of Reggio Emilia

WORKSHOP

WORKSHOP NOOR

Thursday 14, Friday 15, and Saturday, May 16_9.30am–6.30pm_università
NOOR Workshop– production/editing
With the photographers Andrea Bruce, Stanley Greene, Sebastian Liste, Jon Lowenstein.
In collaboration with aBcM and Noor Agency – Host project.
Info and registration www.fotografiaeuropea.it 315 €

Saturday, may 16_ 9.30am–6.30pm_ università
NOOR Workshop – teoria
With the photographer Asim Rafiqui
In collaboration with aBcM and Noor Agency – Host project.
Info and registration www.fotografiaeuropea.it 165 €

Saturday, may 16_12.30pm– 3.30pm_ Ristorante Enoteca Il Pozzo
NOOR Lunch
With the photographers Nina Berman, Pep Bonet, Alixandra Fazzina, Benedicte Kurzen,
Francesco Zizola. In collaboration with aBcM and Noor Agency – Host project.
Info and registration www.fotografiaeuropea.it 100 €
WORKSHOP LEICA AKADEMIE
Saturday, may 16_10.30am – 6.30pm_ Università
leica akademie – street photography workshop
with Stefano Mirabella
by Leica Camera € 90,00
Info and registration HYPERLINK "http://www.akademie.leica-camera.it" www.akademie.leica-camera.it

Saturday, may 16_10.30am – 6.30pm_ Università
leica akademie – black and white workshop
with Giuseppe Andretta
by Leica Camera € 90,00
Info and registration HYPERLINK "http://www.akademie.leica-camera.it" www.akademie.leica-camera.it

Sunday, may 17_10.30am – 6.30pm_ Università
leica akademie – workshop di ritratto ambientato
with Maurizio Beucci
by Leica Camera € 90,00
Info and registration HYPERLINK "http://www.akademie.leica-camera.it" www.akademie.leica-camera.it

Sunday, may 17_10.30am – 6.30pm_ Università
leica akademie – workshop sulla gestione del colore
with Giuseppe Andretta
by Leica Camera € 90,00
Info and registration HYPERLINK "http://www.akademie.leica-camera.it" www.akademie.leica-camera.it

WORKSHOP FOTOGRAFIAPROFESSIONALE.IT
Saturday 16th may _ Università_Palazzo Dossetti
10am – 1pm Pianificare la fotografia di paesaggio: come creare immagini migliori attraverso una accurata progettualità. Teacher Simone Conti
2.30pm – 6.30pm Trasformare la postproduzione in un’opportunità professionale nel mondo della fotografia. Come fare? Teacher Simone Poletti
by Fotografiaprofessionale.it. Info and registration: www.fotografiaeuropea.it

WORKSHOP LA JETÉE
Saturday 16th may _10am - 13am_3pm – 6pm_ Università_Palazzo Dossetti
Visual Storytelling Pioneers. Per i pionieri della Narrazione Visiva
Teachers Roberto Malfagia, Emanuele Nappini
by La Jetée - Scuola di Picture Storytelling. Info and registration: www.fotografiaeuropea.it
WORKSHOP MARTA IN CUCINA
Saturday 16th May 3pm – 8pm Marta in Fucina_Piazza Roversi, 1
Raccontare il Cibo per immagini. Tecniche, stili, linguaggi, pratica
with Martina Liverani and Dispensa Magazine photographers
by Marta in Cucina. Info and registration: www.fotografiaeuropea.it

23 - 24 MAGGIO

May 23 – 24 by CNA – Comunicazione e terziario avanzato_atelier Viaduegobbitre

Saturday May 23_3pm – 6pm
Sunday, May 24_9.30am - 12.30pm/3pm – 6pm
Portfolio review with Franco Carlisi, Mauro Fabbri, Erik Messori, Augusto Pieroni
Info and application: info@fotolc.it  Paid workshop

Saturday, May 23_6pm
Presentation of the collection I quaderni di Gente di Fotografia, with Franco Carlisi

Sunday, may 24 _11am
Presentation of Portfolio! Costruzione e lettura delle sequenze fotografiche with Augusto Pieroni
Info:0522-356395 - teresa.salvino@cnare.it

Alternate locations in case of bad weather :
>> Teatro Valli for the opening ceremony
>> Teatro Cavallerizza for the Noor Night
Free entry for all the events (limited to seats availability), unless otherwise noted